
pfizer savings plans
GEnEral
The Company provides the Pfizer Savings Plan to U.S.- and Puerto Rico-based employees and the PSSP to employees who
meet the eligibility requirements. Contribution amounts are reflected in the 2015 Summary Compensation Table or prior
years’ summary compensation tables, as applicable. Note that investment earnings have not been included. These plans are
described in more detail below.

For 2015, the tax law limits:

• the “additions” that can be made to a participating employee’s account to $53,000 per year (or $59,000 per year for
eligible participants age 50 and over). “Additions” include matching contributions, RSC, before-tax contributions, Roth
401(k) contributions and after-tax contributions.

• the amounts that may be allocated to tax-qualified savings plans and the amount of compensation that can be taken into
account in computing benefits under the Savings Plan. The 2015 maximum before-tax and Roth 401(k) contribution limit
was $18,000 per year (or $24,000 per year for eligible participants age 50 and over).

• no more than $265,000 of regular earnings may be taken into account in computing benefits under the Savings Plan.

savinGs plan
The Savings Plan is a tax-qualified retirement savings plan. Participating employees may contribute up to 30% of “regular
earnings” on a before-tax basis, Roth 401(k) basis and after-tax basis, into their Savings Plan accounts, subject to tax law
limitations. “Regular earnings” for the Savings Plan includes both salary and bonus. In addition, under the Savings Plan, we
generally match an amount equal to one dollar for each dollar contributed by participating employees on the first 3% of their
regular earnings, and 50 cents for each additional dollar contributed on the next 3% of their regular earnings. Matching
contributions are paid at the end of each quarter provided the employee is employed at the end of each quarter, and are
immediately vested and are generally invested in Pfizer common stock for matching contributions earned in 2015 and earlier.
Plan participants have the ability to immediately diversify the matching contributions. Beginning in 2015, the investment of
matching contributions is participant-directed.

In addition to the matching contributions, since 2011 the Company provides newly hired colleagues, rehires and transfers to
the U.S. and Puerto Rico, the RSC which is an age- and service-weighted annual Company contribution that varies from 5%
to 9% of eligible earnings. The RSC is invested in the same fund options selected for each employee’s contributions. The RSC
vests upon three years of service and is only made if the employee is employed on December 31st of the respective year
unless the employee terminated employment due to retirement, death or disability. As Mr. Young transferred to the U.S. in
2012, he is eligible for the RSC under the PSP and the PSSP.

supplEmEntal savinGs plan
The PSSP is intended to provide crediting of Company contributions equal to the difference between the amount actually
allocated under the Savings Plan and the amount that would have been allocated to an employee’s account, if the limits
described in the preceding paragraphs under “Pfizer Savings Plans—General” did not exist. Under the PSSP, participants can
elect to defer up to 30% of eligible wages on a before-tax basis. Generally, under the PSSP, contributions plus earnings are
paid out of general assets of the Company. Participants can elect to receive payments as a lump sum or in 2 to 20 annual
installments following termination from service. Participants who do not make an election receive a lump sum payment. In
certain circumstances, we have established and funded rabbi trusts to meet our obligations under the PSSP.

In addition, prior to 2012, Dr. Dolsten and Mr. Germano participated in the Wyeth Supplemental Employee Savings Plan
(Wyeth SESP), a non-funded, non-qualified supplemental savings plan. In certain circumstances, we have established and
funded rabbi trusts to meet our obligations under the Wyeth SESP.

Amounts deferred, if any, under the PSSP by the NEOs for 2015 are included in the “Salary” and “Non-Equity Incentive Plan
Compensation” columns of the 2015 Summary Compensation Table. In the Non-Qualified Deferred Compensation table, PSSP
values (including the legacy Wyeth SESP values for Dr. Dolsten and Mr. Germano) are shown for each NEO. Executive
contributions reflect the percent of salary and bonus the executive has elected to defer under the PSSP. Matching
contributions and RSC (if applicable) are shown in the “Pfizer Contributions” column of the table. For the NEOs, the
Company’s matching contributions and RSC, if applicable, under the Savings Plan and the PSSP are also shown in the “All
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